Eastham Historical Commission
February 15, 2022
Eastham Library Turner Meeting Room plus Via Zoom
Meeting Minutes
Present:	Jeff Bumby, J. Holden Camp Jr., Marca Daley, Marie Forjan, Mark Herman, Sylvia Sullivan
Absent:
Guest:
1. The 2/15/22 EHC meeting was opened by Chairman J. Holden Camp Jr. at 10:33 a.m.
2. Minutes:
The minutes of the 1/18/22 meeting were moved for approval by Marca Daley,
seconded by Sylvia Sullivan and unanimously approved.
3. Old business:
a. J. Holden Camp Jr. reported on a meeting with Eastham Town Administrator,
Jacqueline Beebe:
-D
 iscussion about the Historic Property Surveys: She agreed the town will send a
copy of each property’s survey to its owner, she and J. Holden Camp Jr. will draft the
accompanying letter.
- Discussion about the OTCHD: She agreed the EHC can write a letter to all residence
within the district about what it means to live in the district (their responsibilities as
home owners, what they have to apply to the OTCHDC for approval to do).
- Discussion about procedures: She agreed communication among the various
departments and the EHC involved in building permitting needs to be better. She will
ask the new Town Assessor to include on assessor’s data if a property has a form B
and if it is in the Historic District.
b. J. Holden Camp Jr. reported the CDC has approved the application for funds so the
Town of Eastham can buy the property at 580 Massasoit Road (where the COA Thrift
Store is currently housed). Next the proposal will come up for approval at Town
Meeting.
c. Member Jeff Bumby asked where we are on absorbing the Cemetery Commission into
the EHC, J. Holden Camp Jr. reported that he believes the town will need to rewrite
the charter to make that legal and he will check on that.
d. Abbott Award: Marie Forjan reviewed the status of the three property owners
contacted in 2021 about being considered for the Abbott Award. One owner is only
a summer resident and looks forward to meeting the EHC when they return for the
season. A second has not responded despite several attempts to contact them, since
it seems clear they are not interested, the EHC will not contact them further. The third
has also not responded but they just bought the property last year, so it was decided
Marie Forjan will try once more to contact them.
3. New business:
a. J. Holden Camp Jr. reported the property at 3 Nans Way has been demolished.
Because of a mix up in procedure, it was not brought up before the EHC for a
demolition hearing as should have been. He further reported on concern of neighbors
in the tight neighborhood over construction taking place during the peak summer
rental months causing problems for summer renters. Additionally, construction has of
now been halted leaving an open cellar hole, a danger to safety.
The EHC proposes to write a letter expressing concern about the mistakes made, that
the town consider letting construction go forward to put in a foundation and safely
securing the site and suggesting that construction could halt between Memorial Day
and Labor Day. These should answer the neighborhood’s concerns.

b. Marca Daley reported on her ongoing research, for the Eastham Historical Society, of
the Inn at the Oaks. The owner is interested in confirming the date of construction,
which appears in records to be 20 or so years earlier than the construction and style
of the building suggests. Members J. Holden Camp Jr. and Jeff Bumby had suggestions
of where to find records that may further her research.
Respectfully submitted,

Marie Forjan
Clerk, Eastham Historical Commission

Attachments: - Commonwealth of Massachusetts Town of Eastham Planning Board decision on 3 Nans Way
11/17/21
- Detail of Eastham Map Showing Nans way
- Town of Eastham Assessor’s Card for 3 Nans Way

Note: Minutes with attachments are available in a binder at the Eastham Library in the Eastham Room.

